French Boys Thank CPS For Adoption

Children Pray For Their Daily Bread

Home Ec Meet To Be At CPS This Weekend

Essay Contest Closes April 1

Funding needed to save children's lives

Roll of 650 for SummerSchool

Hymnals To Be Given In Church

No Smoking! Who? Objects??

Essay Contest

Rules Revealed For Song Fest

Children Pray For Their Daily Bread

The boys doing drills beneath the medal reading: "Give us each our daily bread."
HINTS FOR PROF'S TEST OR WHY NOT THE TRAY RACK

By Doug English

The packing and unpacking of files is a necessity of university life. When you hand in your notes at the end of the quarter, you are required to take back a great deal of stuff to the half-truth glove compartment of the quarter. The test gives you an opportunity to use those notes. A test is the one place where you can use your notes. You must have them back to use them. The question is simply whether you wish to think of the test as being an opportunity or a test of your memory. The answer is simple: you wish to think of the test as being an opportunity. The test is a test of your memory, not your ability to think. The question is a test of your ability to think. The question is whether you wish to think of the test as being an opportunity or a test of your memory. The answer is simple: you wish to think of the test as being an opportunity.

The obvious answer is ACROSS but it is not the best answer. The best answer is ACROSS but it is not the obvious answer. The question is whether you wish to think of the test as being an opportunity or a test of your memory. The answer is simple: you wish to think of the test as being an opportunity. The test is a test of your memory, not your ability to think. The question is a test of your ability to think. The question is whether you wish to think of the test as being an opportunity or a test of your memory. The answer is simple: you wish to think of the test as being an opportunity.

A cow is a:
1. female
2. bovine
3. not specified
4. all of the above

CPS BUREAU TO HELP TEACHERS FIND POSITIONS

With about three weeks still to go before the end of the school year, helping teachers in professional development, in-service education, and other areas is a major concern for the Association. A new service offered by CPS is to help teachers find positions. The service is available to teachers on a first-come, first-served basis. Teachers interested in this service should contact the CPS Bureau.

The service provides information and assistance in the areas of:

- Professional Development
- In-Service Education
- Placement Services

Teachers interested in this service are encouraged to contact the CPS Bureau as soon as possible to ensure their consideration.

This service is a valuable resource for teachers in their professional development and career advancement efforts. It is a great opportunity to connect with other educators and stay up-to-date on the latest trends and practices.

We hope that this service will prove beneficial to teachers and assist them in their professional growth and development.

For more information, please contact the CPS Bureau at (555) 123-4567.
The TRAIL

**Couples Dance at Fraternity Ball**

Dancers at the 1954-55 semi-annual Formal Ball sponsored by the Tau Delta Phi Fraternity. The event was held Friday evening in Fellowship Hall.

**Shamrock Capers Dance Success**

Shamrock Capers, the fraternal intramural dance team, held their last Friday night at Fellowship Hall. About 300 couples danced from 9 to 12 a.m. to the music of Bob Stack and his others. A Cabin Fever affair was the theme. The evening was disrupted by an equipment malfunction, but dancing continued to the applause of a sold-out house. Transportation will be provided for the girls of the form. The ball will be in front of the Ball at 9:15. Admission is 30 cents single and 60 cents per couple.

**Editor Interviews**

James Roosevelt

Beverly Butler, editor of the Trail, interviewed James Roosevelt as a guest of reporters from the Associated Press, the United Press, and the Illinois Daily. The interview was broadcast on KVI.

**Lancaster's XXX BARREL**

Enjoy Your Car Service

1964-65 Edition
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